Meeting Minutes—8/20/2010 Business Meeting

In attendance: Gail Batts, Mary Elizabeth Priebe, Jessica Nhém, Michelle Flinchbaugh, Leigh Ann De Pope, Martha Zimmerman, Maria Fernandez, Susan Grant.

- Group decided to archive the MLA TSD Blog, wiki
- Group went over the programs for the year: Pre conference program on RDA, Open Source Software program, Evergreen open source program catalog, program on digitizing, which will be a stand-alone.
- Idea for standalone program examining the future of Technical Services. (More information to follow).

- Jessica Nhém and Mary Elizabeth Priebe are working on articles for the Crab, some volunteered to help with articles, or writing articles.
- Group decided to have discussions every 3 months. The group also decided to make the discussion 2 hours in length. Next discussion will be held in Caroline County, specific details to follow. The topic will be e-resources. Maria Fernandez volunteered to be discussion leader.

- Group decided the following discussion will be on Government Documents being held at the University of Maryland Health Sciences Library. Martha Zimmerman volunteered to lead that discussion.